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Abstract
Uterine leiomyoma, a benign tumor, may be treated with hormone therapy,
conventional surgical resection and uterine artery embolization (UAE): this
paper reports the study on safety after UAE treatment. Pregnancy processes
and prognoses of a total of 41 cases from 39 patients (two women were pregnant twice) who succeeded to pregnancy after UAE treatment in our clinic
were studied. The average age of patients was 34.5 (29 - 40). Patients included
24 cases of multiple uterine leiomyoma and 14 cases of solitary leiomyoma;
the average size of leiomyoma was 388.3 cm3 (15 - 1059 cm3) and the average
period between UAE operation and pregnancy was 26.5 months (1 - 120).
Causes of pregnancy were 29 cases of natural pregnancy and 12 cases of infertility treatment: 28 cases succeeded in delivery, 7 cases resulted in spontaneous abortion, and 6 cases are ongoing. Premature birth, placental abnormality
and low-weight babies were observed in 3, 3, and 1 cases, respectively; the
latter 1 case was of triplets. Although the incidence of placental abnormality
was a little high, no other serious complications were observed, suggesting
that pregnancy after UAE has no problem from the obstetric point of view. In
the future, UAE is considered to be worthwhile if carefully done for cases who
want to become pregnant.
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1. Introduction
Other than medical and surgical therapies, a method to treat leiomyoma by emDOI: 10.4236/ojog.2018.813127 Oct. 30, 2018
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bolizing the feeding artery was reported in 1995, in which embolizing material is
injected through a catheter inserted into the uterine artery [1].
This uterine artery embolization (UAE) has gradually been accepted as an option to treat uterine leiomyoma. The following points are raised as advantages of
UAE: at first preservation of the uterus, followed by a reduced physical and
economic burden, and absence of surgical blood loss, intraperitoneal adhesion
and postoperative scarring, etc. Reported disadvantages are: difficulty to manage
postoperative pain, rare occurrence of decreased ovarian function, difficulty to
be pregnant and occurrence of many obstetric complications. In Japan, surgical
therapy is selected overwhelmingly to treat uterine leiomyoma. However, most
patients who visit our clinic eagerly want to keep the uterus or do not want surgery itself after they know the existence of UAE via the social network service.
This paper assessed the risk for pregnancy after treatment of UAE.

2. Materials and Methods
The clinic has introduced UAE by using gelatin sponge particles prepared by the
pumping method [2] from 2001 to 2015 and has done UAE in the outpatient
department without requiring hospitalization. A total of 1200 patients received
UAE treatment, among which 240 patients wished to have babies, and 39 patients became pregnant (41 cases, two women became pregnant twice). UAE was
done after obtaining enough “understanding and consent” from patients who
wish for UAE on the understanding that as a treatment of uterine leiomyoma
they can choose a treatment among the methods of surgical removal, UAE, hormonal therapy, etc. Under anesthesia of UAE, a catheter was inserted from the
right femoral artery and a catheter was placed in bilateral uterine arteries. UAE
was done according to the method reported previously by us [2].
Briefly, uterine arteries were inspected to confirm their positions and then a
semi-liquid gelatin sponge as an embolic material (made by the pumping method) was infused into the bilateral uterine artery to embolize the arteries. The
infusion of the embolic material was stopped when the horizontal branch or ascending branch of the uterine artery was embolized. Vital check and pain managements were intensively done for 24 hours after UAE. For patients with pain,
the painkiller Tramadol was usually sustainably administered subcutaneously
and the patients were allowed to return home after 24 hours. At 1 week, 1 month,
and 6 months after the operation, both ultrasonic examination and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examinations were done. When patients became pregnant after UAE, the doctors for all of the patients reported us about the progress
of pregnancy and the results of delivery: the possibility might have existed that
some pregnant patients might not have told the doctors.

3. Results
Among a total of 1200 UAE cases performed during 15 years, 1166 cases (97.1%)
were effective, 34 cases were ineffective (2.8%); 2 other cases were unable to be
DOI: 10.4236/ojog.2018.813127
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performed. Among these cases, 39 cases resulted in pregnancy, and the number
of pregnancies was 41 pregnancies, including two women who were pregnant
twice.
Age of each pregnancy case at the time of UAE was 34.5 ± 3.2 years in average
(29 to 40 years old). The susceptible age of uterine leiomyoma is said to be age
30 or more; in this study the youngest case was 29 years old and the oldest age
was 40 years old.
- Number of uterine leiomyomas: 24 multiple cases (63.8%), 14 single cases
(36.2%), 3 giant cases (8.3%). Multiple cases tended to be slightly more frequent with only 3 cases of gigantic fibroids that developed beyond the umbilical region.
- Size of uterine leiomyoma: average 388.3 ± 283.8 cm3 (15 - 1059 cm3).
- Major uterine leiomyoma sites: 0 case was subserous, 18 cases were intramuscular, 18 cases were submucosal, 3 cases were cervical.
- Reduction rate of uterine leiomyomas one year after UAE: average reduction
rate was 59.2 ± 21.4% (95.0% - 0%) In 2 cases the uterine leiomyoma disappeared after UAE.
- The term between UAE and pregnancy: average 26.5 ± 29.9 months (1 month
- 120 months). In 9 cases, patients became pregnant within 6 months after
UAE.
- Natural pregnancy was 29 cases (70.9%) and pregnancy after infertility
treatment was 12 cases among which 9 cases were pregnancy by assisted
productive technology.
- Among 41 cases of pregnancy were 7 spontaneous abortions (17.1%), 18
normal deliveries (43.9%), 10 caesarean sections (24.4%) and 6 cases (14.6%)
of ongoing or unknown pregnancies.
- Average weight of babies at delivery: 2945 g ± 592 g (3885 g - 1054 g: 3 triplets).
- Obstetric complications were 3 cases of premature birth (29 weeks, 32 weeks,
33 weeks each), 2 cases of placenta previa, 1 case of adherent placenta, and 3
cases of placental abnormality which were slightly high. In one case of severe
adherent placenta, the uterus was eventually removed due to abundant
bleeding.

4. Discussion
Both merits and demerits exist for various treatments of uterine leiomyoma,
such as surgical excision, UAE embolizing the uterine artery and focused ultrasound surgery that burns leiomyoma by ultrasound guided by MRI, etc. Many
reports [3]-[10] show that UAE has almost the same therapeutic effect as surgical therapy. Both negative and positive opinions exist as to whether to do UAE for
patients who hope for pregnancy in the future .Recently, the opinion that UAE is
acceptable has increased from results that UAE is comparable to results of laparotomy [3] [4]. Surgical uterine excision results in problems, such as a high rate
DOI: 10.4236/ojog.2018.813127
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of recurrence of uterine leiomyoma accompanied by complications, including
adhesion or blood loss. Pregnancy within half a year after nuclear excision is
usually recommended because of recurrence. UAE was avoided for patients with
huge leiomyoma and those whose ovary function was weakened.
Whether to apply UAE for patients who hope for babies has been controversial in the past. Many pregnancy cases after UAE have been reported [3]-[10].
The concerns are that UAE itself causes damage to the ovary and uterus leading
to difficulty in pregnancy, and that even if a successful pregnancy is established,
an obstetric complication is feared to increase later. After a UAE operation, the
reported frequency of ovarian dysfunction is 2% - 6%, and in the clinic we had
similar results: among a total of 1200 cases ovarian dysfunction after UAE was in
25 cases (2.1%), among which most cases had a high follicle stimulating hormone value and a low anti-Mullerian hormone value before surgery. Therefore,
a preliminary diagnosis may be possible for prediction to some extent before an
UAE operation.
Regarding obstetric complications, one study [7] reported that UAE is inappropriate for patients who hope for a baby because of many obstetric complications that are reported, but many other studies accept UAE on the whole. For
instance, Pisco et al. [4] reported the following results. They evaluated the outcome of pregnancy after an UAE operation for 74 patients who wanted to become pregnant. Of these 74 women, 44 of them became pregnant (59.5%) of
which five (11.3%) of them had ongoing pregnancies and 39 (88.7%) of them
had finished pregnancies. Of the 39 pregnancies that had finished, 33 pregnancies were successful live births (84.6%), four pregnancies ended in spontaneous
abortions (10.3%), one pregnancy ended in an induced abortion, and one pregnancy ended as stillbirth. As the successful live births are included 22 cesarean
deliveries (66.6%), two preterm deliveries at 36 weeks (6.1%) and five deliveries
of low birth weight. According to these results the Pisco study concluded that
pregnancy after UAE appears to be safe.
Usually, placental anomalies tend to be slightly more frequent in patients receiving UAE treatment. In our study, 3 cases of placental abnormalities were
observed in 28 cases of parturition: 2 cases were preplacental and 1 case was adhesion placenta. In the former cases, babies were safely delivered by caesarean
section, but in the latter case of severe adhesion placenta, total hysterectomy
could not be avoided.
To summarize, among 1200 patients who received UAE treatment, 241
(20.0%) patients hoped to have babies, and 39 patients had 41 pregnancies (two
women were pregnant twice). Among the pregnant patients, 28 cases were natural pregnancy and 13 cases became pregnant after infertility treatment. Normal
delivery was in 18 cases, cesarean delivery was in 10 cases, spontaneous abortion
was in 7 cases and 6 cases were ongoing. Of the above mentioned 28 pregnant
patients, placental abnormalities were 3 (10.7%), premature births were 3 (10.7%)
and low weight infants were only 1 case of triplets.
DOI: 10.4236/ojog.2018.813127
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5. Conclusion
In the future, UAE seems to be worthwhile to be carefully implemented in patient cases who wish to be pregnant.
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